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Abstract—A byte-slice datapath for exploring multi-chip
RISC processor development in AlGaAs/GaAs heterojunction
bipolar transistor (HBT) technology has been designed, fabri-
cated and tested. The circuits are implemented using differential
current-mode logic (CML) and emitter-coupled logic (ECL) with
signal swings of 250 mV. Each datapath chip contains a single
slice, including an 8-bit by 32-word single-port register file with
a 230-ps read access time, and an 8-bit carry-select adder with a
140-ps select path and a 380-ps ripple-carry path. Each unpack-
aged die was tested using an at-speed boundary scan test scheme.
The register file and adder carry chain are also implemented in
a special test chip for accurate performance characterization of
these critical circuits.

Index Terms—Bipolar processor, current-mode logic, GaAs pro-
cessor, heterojunction bipolar transistor, RISC processor.

I. INTRODUCTION

A S THE cost and technical obstacles of CMOS scaling con-
tinue to escalate, investigations into alternative technolo-

gies for processor design are being pursued. The goal of the
effort reported in this paper is to explore high-clock-rate pro-
cessor design using current-mode logic (CML) circuits with Al-
GaAs/GaAs heterojunction bipolar transistors (HBT’s) [1]. In
other efforts, processor design with alternative integrated circuit
technologies such as GaAs MESFET’s [2], Si Bipolar [3], GaAs
HIIL [4], and numerous other technologies and circuit fami-
lies [5], [6] have been investigated. One target application for
this byte-slice datapath chip is a 32-bit integer RISC processor
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(FRISC/G) that was developed concurrently with the datapath
design.

Ring oscillators, implemented with the AlGaAs/GaAs HBT
devices in CML and emitter-coupled logic (ECL) gates, have
stage delays as fast as 20 ps and generate very little switching
noise. Due to low AlGaAs/GaAs HBT manufacturing yields this
technology currently permits only tens of thousands of transis-
tors per die if reasonable yields are to be obtained. The data-
path chip and other components for a 32-bit processor applica-
tion were developed with a budget of 10 000 HBT devices per
chip. To circumvent limitations in device integration, the pro-
cessor was partitioned into 23 chips designed for dense pack-
aging on a high-density interconnect multi-chip module (MCM)
[7]. This processor contains one instruction decoder chip, four
copies of the datapath chip (each implementing a byte wide
slice), two identical cache controller chips, and sixteen iden-
tical cache RAM chips (eight instruction and eight data memory
chips).

A novel at-speed boundary scan test scheme was used during
wafer probing to test the chips [8]. At 25C and with a supply
voltage of 5.6 V, test measurements show correct operation
of the datapath clocked at 2 GHz with a power dissipation of
13.4 W.

II. TECHNOLOGY AND CIRCUIT DESIGN

The circuits discussed in this paper were fabricated in an
AlGaAs/GaAs HBT technology with three levels of gold in-
terconnect. The polyimide inter-layer dielectric nominally has
an [1]. However, test results show the actual dielec-
tric for the process is higher and anisotropic

[9]. The anisotropy was modeled with 3-D
capacitance extraction software [10] and the effects were incor-
porated into the simulation timing during the development of
the datapath chip and other components.

A. Circuit Family

The standard cell library was implemented using three-level
series gated differential CML and ECL logic, providing a circuit
family with high functional complexity [11]. Any function of
three variables, and some functions of five and six variables, can
be implemented with a single current tree. Furthermore, logical
inversions can be accomplished by swapping differential wires.
Fig. 1 shows a latch with a two-bit multiplexer input.
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Fig. 1. CML D-latch with 2-bit multiplexer.

The common-mode rejection ratio is typically greater than
5 10 for most of the logic circuits, though it can be as low
as 23 for inputs at the lowest switching level due to the passive
current sources. This common-mode noise rejection allows cir-
cuits to be designed with switching thresholds of 0.25 V at room
temperature [12].

B. Voltage Levels

Resistive current sources were used in the logic trees to re-
duce the HBT device count and the supply voltage. The min-
imum supply voltage is determined by the forward active base
to emitter voltage (1.4 V) of the AlGaAs/GaAs HBT [11]. A
three-level CML current tree with an active source would re-
quire a 5.6 V minimum supply. To reduce the power, a min-
imum of 1 V was allocated for resistive current sources, re-
quiring a minimum supply voltage of 5.2 V for correct op-
eration. Higher supply voltages increase the current, providing
additional speed at the cost of higher power dissipation.

The three input voltage levels to a current tree (Fig. 1) are
offset by one to prevent device saturation, and the voltage
swing is limited to 0.25 V. Level 2 and level 3 signals are gener-
ated with emitter follower output stages. Level shifting buffers
and emitter follower inputs are used when matching levels to all
of the inputs may not otherwise be possible. Drivers were de-
signed with four power levels (shown in Table I) to permit the
optimization of speed and power throughout the design.

TABLE I
POWER DISSIPATION OF THESTANDARD CELL LIBRARY AT �5.2 V

*Pad driver output voltage swing is 0 to�0.4 V

Fig. 2. Reducing data dependent switching between differential pairs.

Although passive current sources are sufficient for this proto-
typing effort, active sources are necessary in a production model
of the chip to decrease sensitivity to processing variations. Un-
fortunately, active current sources require 12% more HBT de-
vices, which would decrease die yields. Other disadvantages to
passive current sources include lower common-mode noise re-
jection, and small current perturbations through the logic tree
during switching.

The power dissipation of a logic gate is almost independent of
the switching activity. Transitions on the lowest level input de-
crease the voltage across the tail resistor, which drops the current
through a gate by 5% to 8%. The total dynamic power dissipa-
tion of a datapath chip clocked at 2 GHz is less than 200 mW,
and constitutes a small decrease (1.5%) in the overall power dis-
sipation.

C. Interconnect

Differential interconnections (differential pairs) were routed
in adjacent routing tracks to minimize skew between the wire
pairs, insuring proper circuit performance [11]–[13]. The
routing resources necessary to route differential interconnect
is partially offset by the high functional complexity of the
logic gates, and the elimination of explicit inverters. The
odd mode switching of the differential pair requires twice
the voltage swing between the wires, increasing the effective
capacitance by 30% [14]. Data dependent switching further
limits performance if neighboring differential pairs transition
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Fig. 3. Critical logic paths in data path chip.

simultaneously. This effect is less prominent in differential
signals than in single-ended signals since one of a wire’s two
neighbors will always be switching in the opposite direction.
Fig. 2 shows how signal crossovers are staggered in the routing
channels to reduce this effect. Similar to bit line twisting in
memory arrays, this routing technique balances the dynamic
capacitance between neighboring differential pairs, reducing
the worse-case switching time.

The resistance and capacitance of every net in the chip was
extracted and modeled in SPICE with distributedRCsegments
to obtain the delays from the drivers to the receivers. A numer-
ical analysis determined that the inductance affects the prop-
agation delay through the longest wire in the chip (5 mm) by
less than 3% at 2 GHz. Furthermore, the interconnect is over-
damped (lowest damping factor so the distributedRC
model provided accurate enough results for the design process
[15]. The delays from these SPICE simulations were annotated
into a netlist for use with a digital dynamic timing simulator.

III. D ATAPATH DESIGN

The datapath contains the hardware necessary to implement
an instruction set similar to the MIPS I architecture [16]. The
seven-stage processor pipeline begins with two instruction fetch
stages (I1 and I2). Operands are accessed from the Register File
(RF) during the decode stage (DE). Shift operations, arithmetic
and logic unit (ALU) operations, branch decisions and destina-
tion address calculations are completed during the execute stage
(EX). Data cache access begins in the first result stage (R1), and
ALU results are written to the RF at the end of the second result
stage (R2). Finally, store operations complete and load infor-
mation arrives at the processor in the write-back stage (WB). A
3-bit field is defined in the jump and branch instructions to pro-
vide selective flushing of any combination of the three latency
fields. This creates an annulling delayed branch function of all
three of the latency regions, which improves the processor’s av-
erage cycles per instruction (CPI) and code density.

The datapath chip provides the hardware necessary to support
supervisor and user modes of operation for the processor. The
upper half of the data and instruction memory space is only ac-
cessible to processes executing in supervisor mode, providing
protected access to I/O devices, interrupt vectors, and control
programs. The processor enters supervisor mode on interrupts,
traps, or when a user program requests protected resources (soft-
ware trap). The supervisor mode bit is stored in the processor
status word (PSW) and may only be set through a transfer of
control to a protected interrupt service routine (ISR). The data-
path also contains circuitry for a restartable processor with 6
interrupt signals, an arithmetic trap, and a software trap. The in-
struction stream of a process is saved on the datapath chips in the
program counter (PC) history registers (PC-I1 to PC-WB shown
in Fig. 3) which are frozen on an interrupt placing the processor
into protected mode. Re-entrant interrupts are handled by vec-
toring the processor (currently in protected mode) to a different
set of ISR’s that indicate normal PC history recovery resources
are not available.

Fig. 4 shows a die micrograph of the 8.49.3 mm data-
path chip. The critical paths are dominated by interconnect de-
lays for the following reasons: 1) the process only provides
three interconnect layers; 2) devices and interconnect have large
feature sizes; and 3) the gates have fast switching times, low
output resistance, and low input capacitance. Fig. 3 shows a
block diagram of the datapath outlining the critical paths. The
input control signals are typically high fan-out nets and the ca-
pacitive impact of the wires significantly decreases the perfor-
mance of these signals. To provide enough time for the con-
trol signals to reach all of the datapath chips in the DE stage,
the pipeline stage had to be lengthened by 400 ps, skewing the
EX stage with respect to the other pipeline stages. The R1 stage
was then shortened by 400 ps realigning the stages before the
register file write, which occurs in the R2 stage. The branch
signal is determined in the EX stage based on the condition
codes generated by a previous instruction (the earliest of which
is now in the R1 stage). Skewing the EX stage creates a critical
path for the branch signal when the decision is based on condi-
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Fig. 4. Die micrograph of the datapath chip with overlay showing circuit
placement.

tion codes set by the previous instruction. Fig. 5(a) shows the
branch and carry-out signal from the datapath executing a re-
peating sequence of 32 addition operations, generating the pat-
tern 0x555CCCCF. A critical path also exists on the ALU for-
warding path from the EX stage. The data must move from the
ALU output latches, through the operand multiplexer circuitry
and into the operand latches in less than 80 ps. This result is
also sent to the R1-Result pipeline latches, which is a consider-
able distance from the ALU. Buffers were placed near the EX
forwarding path to isolate it from the interconnect capacitance
of the long lines to the R1-Result latches. Fig. 5(b) shows the
carry-out of the datapath from a sequence of 16 addition opera-
tions executing out of the EX forwarding path.

IV. CLOCK GENERATION AND DISTRIBUTION

A master clock is distributed to the instruction decoder, cache
controllers, and datapath chips in the processor application. On
each chip, the master clock is sent to a four-phase system clock
generator. Fig. 6 shows the measured waveforms from the data-
path’s four-phase generator clocked at 2 GHz. A SYNC signal is
used to keep the on-chip system clocks locked in phase 1 during
system initialization. Accurate control of the four-phase gener-
ator is necessary when using the at-speed boundary scan testing
scheme [8]. In test mode, the four-phase circuit can start in any
selected phase, run for a specified number of clock phases and
shut down.

V. REGISTERFILE

Measurements of the 32-word by 8-bit register file (RF) slice
(four slices are used for a 32-bit processor RF) show a read-ac-
cess time of 230 ps and a static power dissipation of 1.9 W (7.4

Fig. 5. (a) Carry-out and branch signals from datapath during 32 addition
operations. Branch condition is ALU = 0. (b) Carry-out signal measured from a
datapath chip during 16 addition operations. Pattern indicating correct operation
is 0xD56A.

Fig. 6. Four-phase clock generator output.

mW per bit) with a 5.6 V supply. The RF consists of a 5-bit
address decoder, a 256-bit Schottky clamped memory cell array,
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Fig. 7. Register file block diagram.

32 word-line drivers, 8 bit-line drivers, and 8 sense amplifiers
as shown in Fig. 7 [17]. A single port register file design was
used to minimize the required number of devices, and timing
control is provided using the four-phase generator. Operand A
is accessed during clock phase 3, operand B is accessed during
phase 2, and write operations occur during phase 4 (address se-
lect) and phase 1 (write).

The Schottky clamped memory cell is composed of two
dual-emitter HBT’s, two Schottky diodes, and four resistors.
The high word line must swing 850 mV to forward bias the
Schottky diodes. A novel voltage-divider circuit at the top of
the memory cell is used to reduce the internal word-line swing
by 20 mV for the memory cells in the selected state. This
decreases the bit-line swing, which reduces access time by
4%. For unselected memory cells, the current through
is small, providing sufficient voltage (200 mV) between the
base nodes to prevent data corruption from bit-line transients.

The address decoder selects one of the 32 word lines based
on a 5-bit address input, and the corresponding word-line driver
increases its high word line by 850 mV. During read operations,
the bit-line drivers pass the threshold voltage generator output
to the bit lines causing the appropriate dual-emitter HBT’s of
the selected memory cells to drive the corresponding bit lines
high. During write operations, the bit-line driver forces data onto
the bit lines, which overdrives the selected memory cells values,
forcing them to the new states.

During consecutive read operations where the values of the
data remains unchanged, the bit-line voltage rises higher than
during read operations in which the data values change. This
additional charge must be removed when the bit lines finally
change value, resulting in a mismatch in speed between this
“slow read” and a “fast read” operation. A bit-line equalization
resistor is placed between the lines to reduce the
amount of overcharging that occurs between the pairs and
to decrease the switching time of a “slow read” operation.
A clamping circuit could have been used to limit the swing
of the bit lines; however, this would have increased bit line
capacitance as well as device count.

Fig. 8(b) shows a die micrograph of a test chip that includes a
carry-chain oscillator and a register file test structure to charac-
terize the performance of these critical structures. The RF test
structure, shown in Fig. 8(a), uses linear feedback shift regis-
ters (LFSR’s) to provide address and data test patterns. A write-
pulse generator creates the write signal to the RF core during
write operations. The data generated during previous write op-
erations and the accessed data of the RF is latched during the
falling edge of the clock. The write time and read access can
then be measured as half the clock period at the point of failure.
Fig. 9(a) shows the write time and read access time for the reg-
ister file at various supply voltages. Fig. 9(b) shows the mea-
sured voltage on bit 7 of the RF during a series of read oper-
ations to a sequence of memory locations that were previously
written to with the data LFSR.
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Fig. 8. (a) Block diagram of the register file test circuit. (b) Micrograph of test chip with overlay showing circuit placement.

Fig. 9. (a) Register file performance versus supply voltage. (b) Output waveform of RF data bit-7 during sequential read operations to various memorylocations.

VI. CARRY CHAIN FOR A 32-BIT RISC PROCESSOR

For a 32-bit RISC application, each datapath chip would com-
pute 8 of the 32 bits in the processor’s ALU. A disadvantage of
this bit-slice design (forced by insufficient yields for a single
chip implementation) is that the carry bit must propagate across
four datapath slices, making three crossings between the chips
in a single cycle. Therefore, the maximum instruction rate pos-
sible in this byte-slice application is limited to 1 ns. Adder test
circuits for designs targeting HBT processes with much higher
yields demonstrate 32-bit addition can occur several times faster
if the device integration is sufficient for a complete execution
pipeline to be implemented in a single chip.

A high-density interconnect MCM provides wire layers for
inter-chip communications in the 23-chip processor [7]. The
MCM interconnect has a characteristic impedance of 50and

terminator pads on the chips provide a matched impedance ter-
mination at the far end of the MCM traces.

A carry-select adder was used to offset the delay caused by
chip crossings on this critical path. For a 32-bit processor to
meet a target 1 ns cycle time, the adder must complete its op-
eration in 900 ps since 20 ps were allocated to cross-chip clock
skew, and 80 ps to the forwarding path previously discussed.
Fig. 10 shows a breakdown of the carry propagation timing.
The three MCM delays are estimated at 50 ps each leaving only
750 ps for on-chip delays. The least significant slice must com-
pute carry-out through the ripple-carry logic and pass the result
to the next significant slice. At 5.6 V, SPICE simulations show
this delay is 367 ps, leaving only 383 ps for the remaining three
chips. From the carry-in pad to the carry-out pad, simulations
show the delay is 138 ps since the carry bit only selects the ap-
propriate value, resulting in a total delay of 931 ps. However, the
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Fig. 10. Carry chain with projected propagation timing (in ps) from oscillator test circuits measured at�5.6 V.

Fig. 11. (a) Carry chain oscillator test circuit. (b) Predicted time necessary to complete 32-bit addition. (c) Measured and simulated values for carry chain oscillator
circuit at various supply voltages.

time required for the most significant slice to drive the carry-out
to the pad is not part of the critical path reducing the total delay
to 885 ps. These results indicate the adder chain requires 426 ps
for the pad drivers, the pad receivers, and the MCM delays nec-
essary for the bit-slice design. Therefore, a single chip solution
using this adder would require only 459 ps. Of course with a

single chip solution, better adder designs that provide higher
performance would be possible.

A carry-chain oscillator, shown in Fig. 11(a), was included in
a separate test chip to characterize the ALU critical path. Set-
ting the carry-in bit to zero in the test setup forces the carry chain
to oscillate through the ripple-carry logic. Likewise, by setting
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Fig. 12. Cycle time versus supply voltage for 32-bit processor application.

the A operand and carry-in bit to one, the carry chain oscillates
through the select path logic. The layout used for the test chip
is an identical copy of that used in the datapath. Furthermore,
the oscillator loop includes both an output pad and an input pad
in the feedback to match the circuits used on the datapath. The
only differences between the test chip and datapath implementa-
tions of the carry-chain circuits involve control circuitry. Once
these differences are accounted for, the carry-chain oscillators
can be used to predict time required for the processor to com-
plete an addition operation. Fig. 11(b) shows the time necessary
for a 32-bit addition at various supply voltages. Fig. 11(c) shows
the SPICE simulations of the carry-chain oscillator match the
average measured results on the test chip to 3%, validating the
simulation methodology.

VII. T ESTING AND MEASUREDRESULTS

The datapath, instruction decoder, and cache controller chips
were designed with an at-speed boundary scan test scheme [8].
The test vector is presented to the internal circuits at the same
time the clock is activated. The vector is then run, at speed,
for the selected number of clock phases, and the results on the
output pads are sampled as the clock is deactivated. Control bits
are used to determine, with 100 ps of resolution, when a vector
is presented and when it is sampled with respect to the 4-phase
generator.

The boundary scan test circuit may also be used to test circuit
paths running with the clock in continuous run mode to deter-
mine if certain critical paths will make speed. Fig. 5 shows the
voltages on the carry-out and branch pads of a datapath chip
running a sequence ofADD operations.

The critical paths in the datapath were tested at various
supply voltages, and the master clock was varied to determine
the maximum operating frequency. Most operational datapath
chips function properly with a 2-GHz clock and a5.4-V
supply. This is higher than the designed5.2-V supply pri-
marily because the results include voltage drop through the
test equipment’s power distribution network. However, some
chips require a 5.6-V supply for similar performance due to
processing variations between die. The voltage required for
the minimum acceptable die bounds the supply voltage for the

multi-chip processor. Fig. 12 shows the cycle time versus the
supply voltage for the 32-bit FRISC/G processor using four
datapath chips. These results reflect measured operation of
the datapath as well as the predicted inter-chip connections
necessary for a 32-bit RISC processor application. For a target
cycle time of 1 ns, the datapath chips must be supplied with
a 5.6 V supply at 2.4 A, resulting in a power dissipation of
13.4 W.

VIII. C ONCLUSIONS

A byte-slice datapath chip has been designed and tested as an
exploratory project for processor development using 9269 Al-
GaAs/GaAs HBT devices. At 25C and 5.6 V, test results
show the datapath chip functions with a 2-GHz master clock,
and dissipates 13.4 W. Despite the byte-slice design forced by
the HBT yields, very high system clock rates are feasible if
dense flip-chip packaging is used to minimize delays between
the chips of a partitioned processor. The on-chip and off-chip in-
terconnect delays dominate the critical paths, indicating that sig-
nificantly higher performance levels can be achieved with suf-
ficient yields for single chip solution.
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